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To the Metro Council and Executive Officer:
The accompanying report covers an independent review of Metro’s InfoLink project
performed under contract by Pacific Consulting Group. They focused their work on
four aspects of the InfoLink project:
• Project planning and management
• System selection
• Project implementation, and
• Internal controls over human resources and purchasing applications.
This report addresses the first three areas. Another report issued under separate cover
addresses internal controls.
Pacific Consulting Group’s report finds that Metro’s staff did an outstanding job
setting up InfoLink. Project staff overcame several technical problems and worked
hard on InfoLink for more than two years while still performing their regular jobs.
Although staff have done an exceptional job to date, much work remains to be done:
• Only five of eleven planned PeopleSoft applications are installed. The others are
significantly behind schedule.
• Delays in training many end users limits the ability of these employees to obtain
information from InfoLink that would help them do their jobs. This lack of
training contributed to low satisfaction ratings in recent focus groups.
• Processes need to be reengineered to eliminate duplicate data entry and records.
• PeopleSoft upgrades each application approximately once a year. These upgrades
require an adequate number of staff with appropriate skills.
Pacific Consulting Group estimates that Metro will need to spend $460,000 to
$610,000 to develop InfoLink so it will provide Metro with a reasonable level of
benefits and achieve most goals that were identified in 1996 when InfoLink was
approved. At the time Pacific Consulting Group made this estimate, Metro had
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approximately $240,000 remaining of its original $2.4 million budget. If this amount
remains today, an additional $220,000 to $370,000 would be needed. This estimate
excludes implementation of two of the originally planned modules: asset
management, and time and labor.
The report further states that Metro will require additional resources for ongoing
system maintenance and upgrades. Pacific Consulting Group estimates that Metro will
require five to seven total internal staff and $25,000 to $50,000 in external consulting
assistance annually to adequately support the five implemented PeopleSoft
applications. When all eleven PeopleSoft applications are implemented, they estimate
Metro will require seven to ten total internal staff and $50,000 to $100,000 in external
consulting assistance annually to adequately support operation of the InfoLink system.
Specific recommendations developed by Pacific Consulting Group are organized in
three broad categories: future steps to complete the InfoLink project, steps for
maintaining the InfoLink system and recommendations for future information system
projects.
Metro’s Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer received a copy of the report on
November 19, 1998 and are in general agreement with the information presented. This
written response is attached.
We appreciate the cooperation and assistance provided to both the Pacific Consulting
Group and my office by members of the Administrative Services Division. It is their
dedicated efforts that enabled Metro to achieve the level of success it enjoys today.

Yours very truly,

Alexis Dow, CPA
Metro Auditor
Auditor: Doug U’Ren
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I.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Since early 1996, Metro has been converting to a new financial management system
known as InfoLink. Metro's Administrative Services Department began the InfoLink
project in order to replace a more than 10-year-old mainframe-based computer system
that ran on obsolete software and was not expected to process dates correctly after
December 31, 1999. The new InfoLink system uses client-server technology and
operates software applications developed by PeopleSoft, Inc. Metro purchased 11
PeopleSoft financial and human resource applications in 1996 and has installed five of
them. Metro plans to implement additional PeopleSoft applications in the future. The
budget for the InfoLink project, which covers the purchase of hardware, software, data
base system, and implementation consulting, is about $2.4 million.
Pacific Consulting Group, Inc. (PCG) was engaged by the Metro Auditor to evaluate
three aspects of the InfoLink project: the process used to implement the PeopleSoft
applications, the overall status of the project, and the internal controls over the Human
Resources and Purchasing applications. Our fieldwork began in July 1998 and ended in
October 1998. We carried out our work by focusing on four major areas: project
planning and management, the procurement process, project implementation, and
internal controls. This report addresses the first three areas. We have provided a
separate report to the Metro Auditor on InfoLink’s internal controls.
We found that Metro's staff has done an outstanding job of setting up the InfoLink
system and overcoming a number of thorny technical problems that arose during the
implementation of the PeopleSoft applications. Project staff have worked hard on the
InfoLink project for more than two years while also performing their regular jobs. The
software vendor selected by Metro, PeopleSoft Inc., is one of the leading vendors with
very good application software for human resource and financial management
information systems for the public sector. The new system provides Metro staff with
much better capability to obtain and analyze financial information than was possible with
the system it replaced. It also gives Metro a much better opportunity to keep pace with
the rapidly changing world of computer technology.
However, much work remains to be done. Metro has implemented five PeopleSoft
applications to date, but six others have not been installed and are behind schedule. We
met with Metro employees who have been using the new system and found that they are
generally not satisfied with it. Many employees have not received adequate training and
are unable to obtain information from the system that would help them do their jobs.
Little progress has been made toward eliminating duplicate data entry processes and
records. PeopleSoft upgrades each of their applications approximately once a year, but
it does not appear that Metro has a plan or adequate number of staff with the
appropriate skills to keep up with the upgrades.
PACIFIC
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The InfoLink project suffered in part because a number of significant activities were not
incorporated into the project. Based on Metro’s experience with the InfoLink project, we
recommend the following activities be performed on future information systems projects:
•

Perform adequate pre-purchase testing to determine if the information system
functions properly before Metro accepts and pays for them. In the case of InfoLink it
should be noted that PeopleSoft is a relatively new provider of software applications
for the public sector. Some of the applications Metro purchased contained “bugs”
that either prevented Metro from using the applications or forced Metro to fix the
problems before the software could be used.

•

Prepare a feasibility study identifying the advantages, disadvantages, risks and costs
when considering significant changes to the basic technology infrastructure. For
example, all of the costs to implement and support a new technology should be
considered in the feasibility study. Metro’s transition from a mainframe computer
environment to a client/server environment should have been assessed in a
feasibility study. We believe the transition to client/server technology has strained the
resources of the Information Management Services division, which is part of the
Administrative Services Department.

•

Use consultants experienced in the subject technology and business processes and
contract with them, whenever possible, on a “deliverable basis” rather than on an
open-ended “time and material” basis. Compared to other local governments we
surveyed, Metro has spent far less on outside consultants to help it carry out the
InfoLink Project. While other governments relied more heavily on consultants, they
were also able to complete their projects in less time and implemented more
applications.

•

Prepare a project work plan and detailed schedule at the beginning of the project
and update them on a regular basis throughout the project. A comprehensive
implementation methodology should be employed to guide the activities of the
project team. In the case of InfoLink, a work plan was developed at the beginning of
the project but not maintained on a regular basis or used as an ongoing
management tool. Metro does not have a formal methodology for the selection and
implementation of purchased software.

•

Estimate project staffing and assign qualified individuals on a full-time basis to the
project. Temporary staff should be used to “back-fill” project team members in their
regular jobs. The majority of InfoLink project team members were assigned to the
project in addition to their regular job responsibilities.

•

Define, document and communicate the roles of all project team members, including
the executive sponsor and the project manager. The role of all project team
members was not documented and distributed to InfoLink project team members and
users.

•

Include adequate user reporting tools and information retrieval capabilities in the
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implementation plan for a new system. Departments’ user staffs have not been
provided transaction-level reports that would help them determine if data have been
correctly entered into the InfoLink system. Consequently, many employees have not
developed confidence in the information they obtained from the system.
•

Incorporate business process redesign as a critical step in implementing any new
information system to take full advantage of capabilities built into the software.
Adequate training and written procedures should also be incorporated in the project
implementation.

•

Develop an employee retention strategy for employees who possess highly sought
after information technology skills. Staff turnover has hindered Metro’s ability to
adhere to InfoLink project implementation schedules.

This report presents the findings, conclusions and recommendations of our review of
InfoLink. The report is organized in the following major topics.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project Background
Procurement Process
Project Planning and Management
Project Implementation
Future Steps
Summary of Recommendations

We have developed a number of detailed recommendations to address the problems
identified during our review. Some of our recommendations focus on the InfoLink project
specifically, while others are aimed at improving Metro's performance in future
information technology projects.
Metro has spent all but approximately $240,000 of the $2.4 million InfoLink project
budget that was authorized by the Metro Council in 1996. We estimate that Metro needs
to spend a total of $460,000 to $610,000 to further develop the InfoLink system so that it
will provide Metro with a reasonable level of benefits and achieve most of the goals that
were identified for this new system in 1996.
In addition, Metro will likely need to hire more technical staff to provide ongoing support
and upgrades for the system. We estimate Metro will require 5 to 7 internal staff and
$25,000 - $50,000 in external consulting assistance annually to adequately support the 5
PeopleSoft applications now in production. When all 11 PeopleSoft applications are
implemented, Metro will require 7 to 10 internal staff and $50,000 - $100,000 in external
consulting assistance to adequately support operation of the InfoLink system.
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II. PROJECT BACKGROUND
Introduction
This section of the report provides a history of the InfoLink project beginning with the
funding justification in 1994, the project milestones, and the current budget status. The
study objectives and methodology are also described.

Project History
In late 1994, Metro began work on replacing its Management Information System (MIS).
On September 28, 1994, Resolution 94-2033 declared Metro’s “…intent to include in its
budget for fiscal Year 1995-96 monies for the purchase, installation and implementation
of an automated management information system.” The existing systems, including both
financial and payroll applications, had originally been purchased from Moore Data
Systems in the early 1980s. Systems and Computer Technology (SCT) subsequently
acquired Moore and in the early 1990s and informed Metro that they would no longer be
supporting the Moore applications. In addition, Metro believed the applications could not
be economically and satisfactorily modified to operate correctly in the year 2000.
The effort to replace the applications was justified in October 1994, using both direct or
tangible benefits and intangible benefits. At that time, the total cost of implementing a
new MIS (also referred to as InfoLink) was estimated at $2.345 million, financed over
five years, which included the system cost of $1.275 million and $200,000 in one-time
expenses1. The cost comparison for retaining and “fixing” the existing system versus a
replacement project was developed by Metro and is summarized below in Exhibit II-1.
In June 1996, the Metro Council granted authority to the Executive Officer to enter into
contracts associated with the Management Information System (InfoLink) project
(Resolution No. 96-2346). The accompanying staff report identified the project budget of
$2,363,716.

1

Letter October 12, 1994, from Jennifer Sims to Councilor George Van Bergen.
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Exhibit II-1
1994 Projected Cost for New MIS

Cost Component
System Cost
Lease @ 5.75%
Project Cost (one-time)
Applicant Tracking
Account Receivable (Solid Waste)
Miscellaneous Receivables
Additional Computer Hardware
Interface Programming
Software Maintenance
Training
Annual Maintenance
Interim Maintenance of Existing System
Additional Staff on Loss of Vendor Support
Systems Analyst for Accounts Receivable (Solid Waste)
Cost of Duplicate Record Keeping in Operating Departments
TOTAL COST

Cost to Fix
SCT System
$0
0
0
25,000
100,000
50,000
12,000
16,000
131,000
4,000
440,000
0
336,000
56,000
290,000
$1,460,000

Cost of New
System
$1,275,000
195,000
175,000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
500,000
200,000
0
0
0
$2,345,000

The following improvements in Metro operations were also envisioned from a new MIS:
•
•
•
•
•

Re-engineered business processes
Remote data entry and automated document routing
Access to on-line reports
Access to data directly from personal computer applications
Integration of modules and single vendor support.

In June 1995, Metro issued a Request for Proposal (RFP) for consulting assistance to
review work on the MIS project to date and help in completing the procurement of both
application and database software and computer hardware. In July 1995, Pringle
Company was retained to provide advisory and review services for Metro’s acquisition of
a MIS.
In September 1995, Metro issued a RFP for a MIS covering computer software and
implementation services. The RFP included detailed technical requirements for the
following functional areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General Ledger and Financial Reporting
Budget Preparation and Management
Recruitment Tracking
Payroll/Personnel
Purchasing/Contract Management
Accounts Payable
Accounts Receivable
Solid Waste Accounts Receivable
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Grant Billing
Check Reconciliation
Fixed Assets
Inventory
Project Management
Information Access

Proposals were received from twelve vendors. The proposals were reviewed by Metro
staff in accordance with the general evaluation schedule outlined in the RFP.
The proposals being considered were narrowed to three finalists: J.D. Edwards,
Solutions for Government, and PeopleSoft. Following vendor demonstrations, Metro
selected PeopleSoft as the application vendor. In June 1996, the Metro Council
approved a software contract with PeopleSoft for $653,900 (Resolution No. 96-2346).
The original implementation schedule for the MIS, as outlined by PeopleSoft in their
proposal, identified the key project milestones outlined in Exhibit II-2.
Actual
implementation dates are also shown for the five modules that have been implemented.
The detailed project work plan submitted by PeopleSoft in their proposal is provided in
Appendix A.
Exhibit II-2
Original Project Milestone Dates
Project Milestone
Financial Systems
Requirements Integration Assessment
Project Plan Completed
General Ledger - Design/Develop/Integrate/Test
Budget - Design/Develop/Integrate/Test
Project Costing - Design/Develop/Integrate/Test
Accounts Payable - Design/Develop/Integrate/Test
Purchasing - Design/Develop/Integrate/Test
Asset Management - Design/Develop/Integrate/Test
Inventory - Design/Develop/Integrate/Test
Billing - Design/Develop/Integrate/Test
Accounts Receivable - Design/Develop/Integrate/Test
Interfaces - Design/Develop/Integrate/Test
Go Live

Human Resource Systems
Requirements Integration Assessment
Project Plan Completed
Human Resources - Integrate/Develop/Test
Benefits - Integrate/Develop/Test
Payroll - Integrate/Develop/Test
Go Live
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Planned
Date

Actual
Date

Oct 96
Nov 96
Jan 97
Mar 97
Apr 97
Jun 97
Aug 97
Sep 97
Nov 97
Jan 98
Jan 98
Jan 98
Feb 98

Nov 96
Nov 96
Aug 97
Future
Future
Aug 97
Aug 97
Future
Not purchased
Future
Future
Aug 97
Aug 97 (GL, AP, Purchasing);
Future (Budget, Project Costing,
Asset Management, Billing, A/R,
and Time & Labor)

Sep 97
Sep 97
Nov 97
Nov 97
Feb 98
May 98

Not done
Not maintained
Mar 98
Mar 98
Mar 98
Mar 98
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The project budget, as of July 31, 19982, is summarized in Exhibit II-3:
Exhibit II-3
InfoLink Budget Report No. 9

Category
Computer Hardware
Software
Training
Implementation
Contingency
TOTAL

Budget
$325,260
841,429
208,019
774,125
214,883
$2,363,716

Adjusted
Budget
$260,680
758,504
208,019
1,088,017
48,495
$2,363,715

Expenses
$257,861
751,042
162,219
943,042
0
$2,114,164

Obligated
Funds
$0
0
0
10,333
0
$10,333

Remaining
Balance
$2,819
7,462
45,800
134,642
48,495
$239,218

Project Review Objectives
In July 1998, the Metro Auditor retained our firm, Pacific Consulting Group, Inc. (PCG),
to evaluate the implementation of the new MIS. Specifically, the Auditor requested PCG
to:
•

Determine if Metro developed and followed an adequate implementation plan for the
five PeopleSoft modules that have been installed to date.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

An adequate implementation plan was developed, documented and followed
User responsibilities are clearly defined and documented
Users received appropriate training
Users were able to extract needed data and obtain accurate, reliable financial
and management reports
The benefits and functionality of each module were achieved as planned
An adequate process exists for tracking and correcting problems that may be
identified by users
Opportunities exist to streamline data input.

Evaluate the InfoLink implementation with respect to the project budget, schedule
and objectives and, if applicable, recommend options and alternatives for completing
the project, including risks and benefits of each alternative.
•
•
•

Identify and evaluate Metro’s plan for completing the Infolink project
Recommend changes in approaches, methods and resources that would help
ensure the project objectives are achieved
Identify the benefits, drawbacks and risks of delaying the implementation of
selected modules, reducing planned functionality, or not implementing modules,
if this appears necessary to remain within the current project budget

2

InfoLink Budget Report #9, July 31, 1998, from Pam Juett to Jennifer Sims, Steve Heck, and
Jeff Booth.
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•

Determine if users are satisfied with system response time, system capabilities
and functionality, the ease of inputting and extracting information, and the
accuracy, timeliness and completeness of management reports.

A separate report, “Internal Controls Review of PeopleSoft Purchasing and Human
Resource Applications”, covering our review of the two modules of the PeopleSoft
system has been issued concurrent with this report.

Study Methodology
To achieve the above study objectives, from August 1998 to October 1998, PCG:
•

Reviewed available project documentation including pertinent project documentation
from initial startup and requirements phase in 1994, through current project status.

•

Reviewed relevant contract files, such as files related to the purchase of goods and
services for the new MIS.

•

Interviewed project staff and participants.

•

Interviewed key staff in user departments through focus group sessions with staff
from Growth Management Services, Regional Environmental Management, Regional
Parks and Greenspaces, Transportation Planning, Metropolitan ExpositionRecreation Commission (MERC), and the Oregon Zoo.

•

Contacted other public sector PeopleSoft users.

Report Organization
The remainder of our report is organized into the following sections, which correspond to
the chronological sequence of InfoLink project events:
•

Procurement Process – discusses the initial software procurement process, the
transition from a mainframe to client-server computing environment, the critical
success factors of the project, and the cost-benefit analysis.

•

Project Planning and Management – discusses the overall management of the
InfoLink project and the methodologies used to complete activities and deliverables.

•

Project Implementation – discusses the status of the implementation for both user
departments and the Administrative Services and Human Resources Departments.

•

Future Steps – discusses alternative approaches to complete the project and our
recommended action plan.

•

Summary of Recommendations – summarizes all recommendations in the report.
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Throughout the report, we provide discussion related to critical issues along with our
specific findings or observations, their significance and our recommendations for
improvement.
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III. PROCUREMENT PROCESS
Introduction
This section of the report covers the project start-up and procurement phases. We have
evaluated:
•
•
•
•
•

Software procurement
Metro Information Technology Strategy
PeopleSoft Software Contract
Project Critical Success Factors
InfoLink Cost/Benefit Analysis.

Software Procurement
In September 1995, Metro issued a comprehensive Request for Proposal (RFP) to
acquire application software and implementation services for a new MIS. It was
anticipated that a second RFP would be issued for computer hardware, system software,
and database. The RFP indicated a preference for a single vendor response for both
the application software and implementation services.
Metro’s RFP was a very comprehensive document, which included detailed functional
requirements for 13 accounting areas. Based on a review of the documentation, it is
evident that Metro had been working on developing the requirements for many months
before Pringle Company was retained in July 1995 to review the process. The RFP, we
believe, provided an adequate representation of Metro’s requirements from which
software vendors could prepare a proposal.
Metro received 12 responses to the September 1995 RFP for application software and
implementation services. Based on a review of the project minutes, it appears that
Metro followed a typical and acceptable evaluation process, which included:
•
•
•
•

Review of proposals by a representative group of Metro staff from accounting,
information services, and user departments.
Scoring of proposals.
Vendor presentations.
Reference checks with other government agencies.
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However, no comprehensive report summarizing the evaluation process was prepared.
Our analysis, therefore, was limited to interviews with participants and a review of the
project team minutes.
Software Evaluation Report
Observation: A formal comprehensive report summarizing the software evaluation
and vendor selection process was not developed as part of the project.
Significance: While it appears that Metro followed customary procedures in
evaluating the selection of PeopleSoft financial software, including site visits and
reference checks, a written summary of the process was not prepared. The process
of formally documenting the evaluation process serves several purposes including
confirming for the project team and senior management that a careful, prudent
approach has been followed. The Selection Report would typically include the
following information:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Implementation Sequence Strategy
Software Package Evaluation Summary
Cost, Benefit, and Risk Analysis
Software Package Recommendation
Resource Requirements Document
Organization Issues Document
Contract (Draft)
Vendor and Package Evaluation
Requirements Document

Recommendation: In the future, major software selections should include a written
report documenting the above areas. The report should be reviewed with Metro’s
Information Technology Steering Committee and senior management before making
a final software selection.

Metro’s Information Technology Strategy
Before the implementation of the PeopleSoft financial applications, Metro utilized a
mainframe computer to operate the SCT financial applications. The SCT software
operated on a Unisys A-series (i.e., A-6FX) computer. Metro users could access the
SCT software via an Ethernet network that connected personal computers on the Novell
network using a terminal emulation system provided by Upstanding Systems. Limited
access was also available for Macintosh and UNIX workstations. Approximately 100
users, over half of who were in the Administrative Services Department (formerly
Finance and Management Information), could access and update the database. Other
users had inquiry access only to the system including remote sites such as the Zoo and
the Convention Center. On average, approximately 25 users would be connected to the
financial system on a typical workday.
The decision to procure a new MIS provided Metro the opportunity to evaluate
alternative computing environments. Many of the newer financial systems developed in
PACIFIC
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the early 1990s have been developed to operate in a “client/server” computing
environment. Many claims have been made by both computer manufacturers and
software companies that client/server computing would eliminate application
development backlogs, reduce software maintenance costs, increase application
portability to multiple computer manufacturers, improve systems and network
performance, and even eliminate the need for mainframe computers. Few, if any, of
these vendor claims have been realized by implementing organizations including Metro.
The mainframe, or host-based, processing environment used with the SCT software is
performed on one computer system with attached “dumb” terminals. The terminals
simply display character-based information that is stored and processed on the
mainframe.
The client/server environment requires PCs attached to a network and a system device
that allows these PCs to share common resources – application software, data files and
shared printers are typical examples. The system devices that allow this sharing are
called servers. The servers receive requests from the PCs to process information. The
results are then returned to the PCs. Both the computer hardware and the skills to
maintain them are different in the client/server environment compared to a mainframe
computer environment. The client/server environment involves personal computers,
networks and data communications, distributed transaction processing, and computer
programs that operate across the different types of computers.
The differences between the host-based computing environment and the client/server
environment are shown in Exhibit III-1. Metro’s computing environment in 1995 and the
anticipated environment after InfoLink is implemented are included as Figures III-1 and
III-2.
Feasibility Study
Observation: A detailed feasibility analysis was not prepared by Metro in
conjunction with the move from a mainframe to client/server computing environment.
No comprehensive study documenting the advantages, disadvantages, benefits,
risks, and costs for changing the computing environment was prepared.
Significance: Many organizations entered the client/server-computing environment
with the mistaken impression that they would save money. Others believed that their
information technology staff would be much more productive. Reality has been
much different. The move to client/server computing requires a different skill set
than mainframe computing. The cost of obtaining these new resources or re-training
existing staff are significant and should be included in a major computing architecture
change in order to provide a “total cost of ownership” for the new technology.
Recommendation: Metro should implement a policy whereby significant changes in
IT policy, such as a move from mainframe to client/server computing, will require a
feasibility study covering the advantages, disadvantages, benefits, risks, and costs of
the change. The study should be reviewed and approved by both the IT Steering
Committee and senior management.
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Exhibit III-1
Differences Between Host-Based and Client/Server Computing Environments
Component
Application Computer
Programs
Presentation of Information
Terminals

Databases

Host-Based Processing
All programs reside on single
host (mainframe or
minicomputer) computer
Information normally
presented in character mode.
May be either character-based
terminals or personal
computers.
Reside on host computer.

Software Development Tools

COBOL is the dominant
programming language with
many supporting proprietary
development languages.

Hardware Architecture

Single processing unit (CPU),
typically a mainframe or
minicomputer. All processing
is performed on the host
computer.
Terminals and batch input
devices (e.g., key to disk,
punch cards, etc.) provide
data input capability.

Operating Systems

Large, complex proprietary
operating systems dominate.

Networks

Support a variety of network
operating systems

PACIFIC
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Client/Server Processing
Programs reside on both the
client and server computers
Information normally
presented in graphical mode.
Personal computers.

Typically reside on server
computer. May be separate
from server maintaining
computer programs.
Databases may reside on
multiple, distributed servers.
Many proprietary software
development tools. Most
development supports
structured query language
(SQL).
Distributed processing
capabilities with specific
functions allocated between
client workstations and
servers.
Multiple personal computers
serve as primary input
devices and perform
allocated processing
functions. Servers can
process application
programs, maintain
databases, and reporting
functions.
The primary operating
system is UNIX, which is
used by most computer
hardware vendors.
Support a variety of network
operating systems
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Figure III-1
Metro’s 1995 Computing Environment3

3

Metro Management Information System Request for Proposal. September 1995. Appendix
Four.
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Figure III-2
Metro’s Planned Client/Server Computing Environment4

4

Metro Management Information System Request for Proposal. September 1995. Appendix
Four.
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PeopleSoft Software Contract
PeopleSoft was selected to provide computer software, installation services, training,
and documentation. The basic provisions of the PeopleSoft contract are summarized in
Exhibit III-2:
Exhibit III-2
Initial PeopleSoft Contract Provisions
Category
Software

Training & Support
Documentation
TOTAL COST

Item
Human Resources
Payroll
General Ledger
Accounts Receivable
Accounts Payable
Asset Management
Purchasing
Project Costing
Billing
Workstation Access (Crystal, nVision, etc.)
File Server
Workflow Manager, Import manager,
Application Upgrader
Software Discount
Time and Labor
Discount for Time and Labor
Budgeting
Discount for Budgeting
Training Units (135)
On-Site Support Days (17)
Documentation (2)

Amount
$116,000
116,000
110,000
77,000
77,000
66,000
99,000
88,000
66,000
25,000
7,000
0
(296,450)
93,000
(32,550)
66,000
(23,100)
0
0
0
$653,900

Subsequent contract amendments have been issued by Metro to increase the consulting
services provided by PeopleSoft to a total contract amount of $1,163,900.
The decision to select PeopleSoft as the application vendor for the new MIS in 1996 also
contemplated using the services of Business Information Technology (BIT), a consulting
company specializing in implementing PeopleSoft. Metro entered into a contract with
BIT in 1996 (Contract No. 905060) for $472,700. The contract specifies that BIT provide
approximately 3,260 hours of assistance “…of an advisory nature” and provide a set of
automated tools to increase the productivity of the Metro project team. To date,
approximately $290,000 of the $472,700 in the BIT contract has been expended.
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Software Acceptance
Observation: Payment to PeopleSoft for the software license was not subject to
specific demonstration (“out-of-box testing”) and acceptance of the software. An outof-box test involves the vendor fully testing the modules of the system using standard
data to ensure that all modules process and report data correctly and that the
modules correctly interface with each other. An out-of-box test would have allowed
Metro to verify that all modules worked in accordance with both vendor
representations (i.e., proposal, documentation, pre-contract demonstrations, etc.)
and Metro requirements (i.e., RFP).
Significance: Metro has paid in advance for a significant amount of software, some
of which has not been implemented and is not "usable and useful." Metro has also
spent a substantial amount of internal resources to identify integration problems in
early releases of the PeopleSoft software. For example, Metro has worked for over
two years to implement the Accounts Receivable and Billing modules. This
implementation was put “on hold” during the implementation of the General Ledger,
Accounts Payable, and Purchasing modules in large part because the Accounts
Receivable and Billing modules did not perform in accordance with Metro’s
requirements. Basic software logic problems could have been identified early in the
implementation using out-of-box testing techniques.
Recommendation: Future major software acquisitions should include payment
terms that allow Metro to exercise control over the payment process such as 1)
partial payment after the vendor performs an out-of-box test of the delivered software
to ensure it performs as specified, and 2) final payment for the software license after
final acceptance by Metro.
Consulting Contracts
Observation: BIT has been paid approximately $290,000 of their original contract
amount of $472,700. BIT’s contract provided only limited deliverables and placed
primary responsibility for software implementation with Metro. BIT’s role was to
provide “guidance and assistance” on the project. Payments to BIT were not based
on specific deliverables. BIT did not provide the support required by Metro and did
not participate fully on the project.
Significance: The implementation of a new, complex, information system is not an
activity that Metro staff is trained to perform. Employees often implement a new
system, like PeopleSoft, only once or twice in their careers. Qualified consultants
are trained and experienced in both PeopleSoft and system implementation services.
Organizations have routinely placed consultants under deliverable-based contracts
for software implementations. This helps ensure that the consultant has a “vested
interest” in completing the project successfully.
Recommendation:
Future consulting contracts for software implementation
services should be “deliverable-based.” Final payments to the consultant should be
based on the successful completion of the project by Metro and the consultant.
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Project Critical Success Factors
Early in the project, Metro identified the following 17 critical success factors “…that will
be used to judge satisfaction with the system at completion of the project.”5 PCG’s
overall “score card” for the InfoLink project, based on Metro’s original success factors, is
shown in Exhibit III-3.

5

Management Information System Request for Proposal, September 1995. Pg. I-1.2
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Exhibit III-3
InfoLink Score Card
Metro InfoLink Success Factor
The system improves the way we do
business.
The system serves Metro instead of Metro
serving the system.
We use the system with little modification.

Score

**
****
****

The functionality of the old system is equaled
or exceeded.
Operating departments have access to data
on-line, in real time and in the format and
medium of their choice.
Users report that the system is easy to use.
Manual input is efficient.
Duplication of records, record keeping and
data entry is reduced.
Data entry is decentralized.

****

Metro’s authorization processes are
automated by the system where appropriate.
Paper consumption and forms printing
expense is reduced.

**

We have reduced the cost of storing and
improved access to documents such as
completed forms and solid waste tickets.
Systems and modules are integrated.

Data maintained by the MIS is easily
accessible by applications on personal
computers such as spreadsheets, databases
and word processors.
The MIS minimizes obsolescence and
maximizes use of personal computers and
networks.
We recognize a cost benefit due to the
management information system.
Users are trained and know how to access
and effectively and efficiently use the system.
Success Scoring Scale:
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*****
****
***
**
*

**
**
****
*
*

****

Incomplete

****
***

****
Incomplete

*

Comment
Departments are not taking advantage
of system capabilities.
System has significant capabilities over
old system.
Metro made few changes to basic
PeopleSoft code.
Functions of system superior to old
system.
While data can be accessed on-line,
little training has been provided to endusers.
User training has not been adequate.
Screen design is efficient for data entry.
Departments continue old “check
books” to track expenditures.
Departments continue using paper
Purchase Orders and keep manual
records.
Metro is making limited use of workflow
capabilities in system
Paper documentation has been reduced
in Administrative Services Department
(ASD); manual purchase orders and
time sheets continue.
Accounts Receivable and Billing
scheduled to be implemented in first
quarter of 1999.
PeopleSoft modules are integrated;
Payroll to General Ledger interface is
cumbersome.
While data is accessible, most
departments have not been given
access or training.
System uses current network and
personal computer technology.
Cost/benefit of new system has not
been determined.
User training has been inadequate.

Excellent
Good
Adequate
Poor
Unacceptable
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Periodic Project Reviews
Observation: Metro has not routinely or periodically measured their progress
against their stated success factors for the MIS project.
Significance: One of the purposes of identifying the project’s success factors at the
beginning of a project is to provide a benchmark by which to gauge progress and
performance. The early identification of the success factors was a positive step for
which the project team should be complimented. However, no evidence exists that
these factors were used after they were first documented. In particular, user
departments should be involved in both the project implementation and periodic
assessments of progress to provide input to senior management on “continue or
stop” checkpoint for large projects.
Recommendation: All projects should have comprehensive reviews on a continual
or at least an annual basis to determine if they continue to meet Metro’s overall
objectives. These reviews should include input from both sponsoring organizations,
such as Administrative Services, as well as end-user departments. The reviews
should be used as a vehicle to determine if changes in project scope, funding, or
schedule need to be made.

InfoLink Cost/Benefit Analysis
In November 1995, a summary cost/benefit analysis was prepared detailing a five-year
forecast of the costs and benefits of the new system (see Appendix B). This analysis,
prepared before the contract with PeopleSoft for software and implementation services
or the computer hardware and database contracts, is provided in Exhibit III-4:
Exhibit III-4
1995 InfoLink Projected Cost/Benefit Summary
Component
Personal Services
Materials & Services
Capital Lease
Training
Total Cost

Initial Cost
($175,000)
(1,275,000)
($1,450,000)

Tangible Cost Savings
Intangible Cost Savings
Total Savings
Net Savings or (Cost)

($1,450,000)

Years 1-5
($180,000)
(645,000)
(1,250,000)
(14,000)
($2,089,000)

Total
($180,000)
(820,000)
(2,525,000)
(14,000)
($3,539,000)

$463,000
524,500
$987,500

$463,000
524,500
$987,500

($1,101,500)

($2,551,500)

Of the anticipated tangible cost savings, two specific components – Solid Waste account
reconciliation and separate entry of data – have not been achieved. The Solid Waste
savings will not occur until the Accounts Receivable and Billing modules of PeopleSoft
are implemented. The entry of data savings has not occurred since departments are still
PACIFIC
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relying primarily on paper purchase orders, which must be entered in the Purchasing
Division of ASD. The tangible savings would be reduced by approximately $41,000 per
year until these two components are fully implemented.
Two intangible cost-saving components – purchase order preparation and timesheet
preparation – have not been implemented. Automated purchase order preparation is
done primarily in the REM department; other large departments continue to submit paper
documents.
This component was projected to be a $40,000 annual savings.
Timesheets continue to be submitted as in the past. This component was projected to
be a $16,000 annual savings.
Other projected savings involving reduction in forms, paper, document storage have not
been fully achieved due to the incomplete implementation, as noted above.
Exhibit III-5 summarizes our analysis of the updated project costs and benefits, based on
Metro’s experience to date.
Exhibit III-5
Updated InfoLink Projected Cost/Benefit Summary
(As of July 31, 1998)
Component
Project Costs (as of 7/31/98)
Personal Services
Materials & Services
Capital Lease
Training
Total Cost

Initial Cost
($2,124,497)

($2,124,497)

Tangible Cost Savings
Intangible Cost Savings
Total Savings
Net Savings or (Cost)

($2,124,497)

Years 1-5
($180,000)
(645,000)
(1,250,000)
(14,000)
($2,089,000)

Total
($2,124,497)
(180,000)
(645,000)
(1,250,000)
(14,000)
($4,213,497)

$463,000
524,500
$987,500

$463,000
524,500
$987,500

($1,101,500)

($3,225,997)

Cost/Benefit Analysis
Observation: Based on the original 1995 Cost/Benefit Analysis, the InfoLink project
had an extended payback period of well over five years. Intangible cost savings
were quantified in the original analysis contributing over half of the total savings. In
addition, the Cost/Benefit Analysis failed to adequately address the critical need to
replace the system. The need for Metro to have an accounting system that would
correctly process data after December 31, 1999, and to receive vendor support for
the system were overriding reasons to replace the software.
Significance: We believe, based on the information we reviewed, that Metro
needed to replace its aging accounting system. The system, which was no longer
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maintained by the vendor and was not Year 2000 compliant, needed to be replaced
regardless of the tangible cost savings. However, placing a dollar value on
intangible cost savings, by definition, is not typically done on cost/benefit analyses.
Intangible benefits usually refer to benefits that cannot be easily quantified—such as
“improved customer service.”
Recommendation: Feasibility studies for future information systems projects should
be prepared and include a detailed analysis of both quantifiable and non-quantifiable
benefits. Projected benefits should be periodically reviewed during the project to
assist in evaluating the overall need to continue the project or modify the project as
necessary to address current circumstances.
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IV. PROJECT PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT

Introduction
This section discusses the overall planning and management of the InfoLink
implementation. The following areas are reviewed:
•
•
•

Project Organization
Work Plans and Schedules
Project Methodology and Documentation.

Project Organization
Selecting and organizing the right staff to implement a new MIS is a critical step in
successfully completing a project. Without the right skills, the project will never get off
the ground or meet its goals. Metro assigned several key individuals to the new MIS
project and established a team of information technology, accounting, financial, and
human resource staff.

Project Leader
The most critical position on the project team is the project leader or project manager.
Historically, project managers were selected based on their technical engineering
abilities. More recently, project management experts have stressed the management
and behavioral issues associated with projects. Leadership is the key attribute required
of a project leader. The project leader is responsible for communicating the formal
project plan as well as performing the traditional management tasks of directing and
controlling staff and resources.

Team Members
The team members are the “arms and legs” of the project team. The individuals must be
experienced in their specific skill area and have the ability to work well together in a
group. Metro did not have the luxury of assigning team members solely to the new MIS
project. Many of the team members also had their regular jobs to do as well. This has
resulted in significant and lengthy overtime by many of the team members. In addition,
several of the original team members resigned from Metro during the course of the
project. This resulted in both a loss of institutional knowledge as well as a loss of
specific PeopleSoft implementation knowledge.
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Executive Sponsor
Another key role is that of the executive sponsor. Typically, this person is the driving
force behind the decision to implement a new system. It is important that the executive
sponsor not usurp the role of the project leader. Day-to-day management of the project
should fall on the shoulders of the project leader, not the executive sponsor. Normally,
this is not a problem as the executive sponsor is too busy to manage the project. The
executive sponsor needs to have a personal stake in the project’s outcomes and the
clout to make tough decisions. It is important for the executive sponsor to commit the
time required to attend project meetings and to communicate issues and decisions within
the organization. The executive sponsor must also work closely with the project leader
to develop strategies and set priorities for the project.

End-users
The final success or failure of any new system rests with the users of the system. In this
case, both ASD staff as well as other departments within Metro are the end-users of the
system. These individuals need to be involved in various aspects of the implementation
to ensure that their needs and requirements are communicated to the project team.
Business questions need to be addressed to ensure that decisions regarding how the
PeopleSoft system will operate are answered correctly. End-users typically are involved
in the entry of data and the reporting of data. They need to understand what is expected
of them and how the system will “change their job.”

Technical Staff
The technical staff is composed of systems analysts, programmers, network specialists,
and database administrators. The time these individuals, particularly the database
administrator and network specialist, spend on the project will ebb and flow as the
project progresses. The systems analysts and programmers should be familiar with
client/server, Microsoft Windows development, graphical user interfaces (GUI), and
relational database systems.
A typical project organization, similar to that used by Metro, is shown as Exhibit IV-1.
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Exhibit IV-1
Typical IT Project Organization Chart

Executive
Sponsor

End
Users

Functional
Analysts

Project
Leader

Consultant
Project Leader

Project Team

Consultants

Technical
Analysts

Project Roles and Responsibilities
Observation: The roles of the InfoLink project leader and executive sponsor have
not been clearly defined. This has resulted in confusion as to responsibility for the
preparation of an implementation plan for the Version 6.0 upgrade of the General
Ledger, Purchasing, and Accounts Payable modules. In reviewing minutes of team
meetings and interviewing team members, the two roles are not clearly defined with
respect to ongoing and future module implementations. There is not a clear
definition of roles with respect to the responsibility for the Accounts Receivable and
Billing implementation and its relationship to both the upgrade of existing modules
(e.g., General Ledger, Payroll, etc.) and the planning for future modules (e.g., Project
Costing, Budget, etc.).
Significance: The lack of clearly defined roles and responsibilities will result in
confusion. Work may be duplicated, activities missed and contradictions may
develop regarding the management and direction of the project.
Recommendation: Clearly define and document the roles of all project team
members and distribute to all InfoLink users and members of the project team. This
will help ensure that clear communications continue both within the project team and
with the user departments.
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Staffing Levels
Observation: Based on our review, we believe Metro has assigned competent
employees to the project. They all displayed commitment and dedication to the
success of the project. However, there are too few employees to adequately
complete both the InfoLink project and perform their normal job responsibilities. We
observed signs of “staff burnout” with the project.
Metro has also experienced significant project staff turnover during the four years.
While this turnover may be expected, it still comes with a large cost both in terms of
training dollars and loss of project knowledge. Several key project team members
have resigned in the last 12 to 18 months.
Significance: The InfoLink project has continued for almost four years, with the
PeopleSoft implementation beginning in mid 1996. While not all project team
members have been full-time for the four years, many have been involved for over
two years. They have worked on the project while attempting to maintain their
normal work activities. This has resulted in both significant overtime, almost all
unpaid, and general burnout. Metro still has considerable work to fully complete the
InfoLink project. In addition, PeopleSoft will continue to issue new releases. These
new releases can be nearly as complex to implement as the original application.
Staff will continue to be extensively involved in these new releases. This has
resulted in additional work for the remaining team members.
Recommendation: Metro should conduct a staffing review of both the Accounting
and Information Management Services divisions. The review should assess the staff
needs both for ongoing operations given the new PeopleSoft applications and the
need for continuing project implementations.
IT Employee Retention
Observation: During the implementation of the new MIS, Metro has spent a
considerable amount to train staff in both the PeopleSoft applications and in the
client/server computing technology. Several employees have left Metro after
receiving this valuable technical training. There is no policy on staff retention after
training. In several cases, Metro provided expensive training courses that increased
employees’ market value in technology skills.
Significance: Many organizations have implemented policies requiring staff to
remain with the agency for a specified period following external training courses. If
the employee leaves the agency before the period is completed, they must repay the
agency for some or all of the cost of the training course. The purpose of such
policies is to help prevent the agency from becoming a “training ground” for other
employers. The cost of training employees, particularly in new technology, is
expensive and the costs continue to increase.
Recommendation: Metro should consider establishing a policy that provides
employees an incentive to stay after receiving specialized training. Metro should
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consider requiring employees to reimburse Metro for training costs if they resign
within a specified period after the training. This will help minimize the impact of
Metro being used as an employee training ground.

Work Plans and Schedules
Metro originally planned for all modules of the new MIS to be implemented by June 30,
19986.
The PeopleSoft proposal also contained an estimate of the resource
requirements of Metro staff resources to implement the proposed modules. The
magnitude of the resources estimated by PeopleSoft in their proposal was significant.
Exhibit IV-2 summarizes PeopleSoft’s estimate of the number of hours of staff time that
Metro would need to implement the five modules that have been installed.
Exhibit IV-2
PeopleSoft Estimated Project Hours by Resource

Metro Staff Resource
Project Leader
Clerical Support
Database Analyst
System/Program Analyst (GL, Budget, Proj. Cost)
System/Program Analyst (AP, PO)
System/Program Analyst (AR, Billing)
System/Program Analyst (HR, Benefits, Payroll)
Functional Analyst (GL, Budget, Proj. Cost)
Functional Analyst (AP)
Functional Analyst (PO)
Functional Analyst (AR, Billing)
Functional Analyst (HR)
Functional Analyst (Benefits)
Functional Analyst (Payroll)
System/Program Analyst (Interfaces)
Other (Trainer, System Administrator, etc.)
TOTAL HOURS
Full Time Equivalent (2,088 Hr/Yr)

6

PeopleSoft’s
Estimate of
Project Hours
4,120
1,030
844
1,504
2,288
1,382
2,890
696
416
416
754
332
332
362
1,780
1,180
20,326
9.7

Management Information System request for Proposal, September 1995. Pg. I-1.4
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Project Work Plans
Observation: Project work plans and staff resource requirements were not updated
after the first several months of the project. Metro staff time spent on the project was
not recorded in any formal record-keeping system. Therefore, we were unable to
compare the actual Metro hours spent on the project with the original estimate
provided by PeopleSoft in their proposal.
Significance:
As shown in the above chart, InfoLink is a major information
technology project requiring sophisticated tools to manage resources, tasks, and
schedules. Project scheduling has been maintained on large charts in the project
room. This method of project tracking provides visibility to participants working
directly on the project. However, it is not a preferred method for communicating with
interested parties (e.g., end-users, senior management, etc.) who are not directly
involved in day-to-day project activities.
Project team members expressed
reservations about maintaining automated project scheduling software to track the
project due to the administrative overhead required and the fact that PeopleSoft
software problems encountered resulted in major project schedule delays. We agree
that there is overhead related to maintaining project plans and schedules. However,
project resource and schedule tracking can be very useful in managing staff and
consultant costs. Sound project plans are realistic, up-to-date, and reviewed
frequently7. Work should be broken into manageable chunks, with extra time and
budget for contingencies. Project milestones allow senior management to make a
“continue or stop” decision. Good project plans assist project leaders to identify
resources, schedule and progress problems early.
Recommendation: Future projects, including the completion of the PeopleSoft
Version 6.0 upgrade, should have detailed work plans that include resource
assignments. The work plans should be reviewed and updated on at least a monthly
basis. Significant changes in schedule or resources should be communicated to the
executive sponsor and senior management immediately.
Internal Project Costs
Observation: The Metro budget for the project did not include the cost of Metro staff
assigned to the project. PeopleSoft’s work plan included the estimated time of IMS
technical analysts and ASD and HRD functional analysts, but did not project the
additional time end-user departments would be required to spend on the project.
Significance:
The InfoLink project was a major undertaking for Metro. By
PeopleSoft’s estimate, Metro was to assign over 20,000 staff hours to the system
implementation. This was a significant amount of staff resources required from the
ASD organization. Estimating the costs of internal project staff is also important
when evaluating the tradeoffs of the use and cost of external consultants.
Recommendation: Future information technology projects should include in the
project estimate the quantity and cost of internal resources assigned to the project in
7

Inside GartnerGroup This Week. July 29, 1998. Pg. 1.
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order to portray the “total cost of ownership” related to the investment. Without this
information, the total costs and benefits of a project can not be fully evaluated.

Project Methodology and Documentation
The project has generally followed the recommended PeopleSoft approach to implement
their software. Early in the project a “Requirements Integration Assessment” (RIA) was
prepared by Business Information Technology (BIT) for the three financial modules –
General Ledger, Purchasing, and Accounts Payable. The purpose of the RIA was to
document required modifications to either the PeopleSoft software or Metro business
procedures. Following the RIA, few formal project documents were prepared. Much of
the project documentation is in the form of notes to weekly project team meetings. Other
typical project documents, such as system test plans, test results, conversion plans, or
implementation plans were not prepared.
End-users were contacted during the project to assess their requirements, primarily for
new reports. However, no formal records documenting these requirements were
prepared.
Project Deliverables and Documentation
Observation: Few formal project deliverables were prepared. Decisions made
during the project dealing with test plans, end-user reporting requirements, key
software “customization” decisions, business re-engineering decisions, and
milestone reviews were not documented.
Significance: The lack of documentation makes it very difficult to identify and
document what decisions were made during the life of the project. While the system
is in operation and is performing essential operations, it is not known what aspects of
the system were overlooked, how decisions were made, or the disposition of project
issues.
Recommendation: Future MIS projects should clearly define project deliverables,
maintain formal project work papers, and clearly identify key project reviews and
decisions. A formal system development methodology which can be used for both
custom developed and packaged software, such as PeopleSoft, should be
considered by ASD to provide a framework for completing activities and documenting
project decisions.
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V. PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

Introduction
This section describes the status of the project implementation as it has impacted both
end-user departments and the Administrative Services Department. The experience of
other PeopleSoft public sector agencies is also compared with the experience of Metro.

User Departments
To better gauge the status of the implementation of the PeopleSoft applications in the
user departments of Metro, we held two focus group meetings with key users of the
InfoLink system. The users were asked to review Metro’s “success factors,” developed
at the beginning of the InfoLink project in preparation for the focus group meetings.
Their primary concerns were “lack of training” in the new system and the inability to
access needed information. The vast majority of users continue to use “check books” to
track budgets, expenditures, and encumbrances. These check books are simply
spreadsheets used to track department budgets. This is a significant duplication of
effort, which should be eliminated through the implementation of timely, accurate, and
meaningful InfoLink reports.
Overall, user department satisfaction with the system is extremely low. When we asked
users of InfoLink “What is your overall satisfaction with the new system?” – we received
a surprising low rating of 1.6 on a scale of 0 to 5 as shown on Exhibit V-1.
Exhibit V-1

End User Satisfaction with Infolink

0

1

Very
Dissatisfied

2

3

4

5
Very
Satisfied

Metro departments, with the primary exception of REM, are also not using the system to
enter purchase requisitions on-line. Instead, most departments are continuing to
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prepare paper purchase orders and submitting the forms to Purchasing where they are
entered into the system. This is also a duplication of effort and should be eliminated.

Reports
Observation: Currently, reports are generated using both Crystal and nVision
(specific reporting tools delivered with the PeopleSoft applications). The primary
reports users receive are nVision reports, which display in a spreadsheet format,
current year budgets, actuals (expenditures) and variance. Both current month and
year-to-date balances are shown. Transaction detail is not generally available
without requesting a special report from ASD. Encumbrance data is also not shown
on user reports since Metro is not required to report encumbrances in their financial
reports.
Significance: Users, in all departments except REM, are dissatisfied with reports
they are receiving from the new system. REM has developed a set of monthly
reports for their internal use, which provide needed information for their
management. These special REM reports, coupled with a management decision to
use the on-line features of PeopleSoft, have resulted in a much higher satisfaction
level with the new system than has been experienced by other departments.
Recommendation: Metro should develop a set of standard reports for all
departments at three levels – summary level, operating level (e.g., overtime, office
supplies, etc.), and at a transaction level (e.g., requisition, PO, check number, etc.).
The reports should be distributed electronically as are the current reports.
Representatives of the user departments should actively participate in the design of
the reports.

Purchase Orders
Observation: Metro allows most departments to prepare paper purchase orders for
submission to Purchasing. The documents are then entered into the PeopleSoft
system by Purchasing staff. Those departments that do enter requisitions on-line,
primarily REM, do not perform on-line budget checks to verify funds. Purchasing
performs all on-line budget checks because security access has not been granted to
departments.
Significance: There is significant duplication of effort in both preparing paper
purchase orders and then entering the information to the on-line system. A basic
premise of on-line, graphical user interface (GUI) systems is that the data be entered
directly without the need to first prepare a paper document. Budget checks also are
most effective when the verification is placed as close as possible to the transaction
origin.
Recommendation: ASD should conduct detailed training for end-users with the
objective of user departments both entering requisitions on-line and performing their
budget checks prior to forwarding electronic documents to Purchasing. This
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process, with the exception of the budget checking, is already performed
successfully by REM.

Customer Service
Observation: Monthly meetings are conducted between ASD and user departments
to discuss issues and problems with the new system. These meetings have not
been successful in increasing user satisfaction with the system because data entry
errors continue, reports do not meet department needs, and training has been
inadequate. There appears to be little verification of input before updating system
records. This has resulted in both additional work by user departments and distrust
in the system.
Significance: The Purchasing, Accounts Payable, and General Ledger modules of
the new system have been in use for over one year. By now, we would expect a
much higher user satisfaction rating with the new system. If users are not satisfied
with the operation of the system, they will be very reluctant to attempt new
procedures or participate in the development of new reports.
Recommendation: ASD should undertake a concerted effort to improve both
customer service related to the new system and satisfying specific user needs –
such as responding to service requests and developing new and better reports.
Errors in data entry made by ASD should be promptly researched and corrected.

User Procedures
Observation: User manuals prepared by Metro focus primarily on how to enter
information into PeopleSoft. Little or no documentation is available for user
departments identifying the workflow and procedures for using the PeopleSoft
applications and for the use of reports generated from the system.
Significance: Business processes have changed with the implementation of the
new system. Documentation should be prepared identifying how user departments
are to process information with the new system; not solely how the screens are used.
Reports are a critical component for user financial management. Documentation
should cover who receives the reports, what data is shown on the reports, and what
is to be done with the information. Formal documentation is also a key training aid
for both current and new employees.
Recommendation:
Metro should prepare user manuals covering workflow
processes for the new systems and a reports manual explaining the content and use
of the reports. The Human Resource Department is in the process of preparing a
reports manual. This effort should be coordinated with ASD to ensure a common
“look and feel” to all documentation for users.
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Administrative Services and Human Resource Departments
The Administrative Services Department (ASD) and Human Resource Department
(HRD) staff have worked extremely hard to successfully implement the new system.
The staffs have put in very long hours – trying to do both their regular job and working on
the new system – for many months. They should be commended for their efforts.
However, the job is not finished. Although five of the PeopleSoft modules are in
production (they are used to perform regular accounting and human resource
operations), there continues to be both operational problems and high user
dissatisfaction. In addition, Metro faces the added task of upgrading to a more current
version of the software.
Individual divisions within ASD and HRD have prepared guides for operating the new
system. These guides are essential if the very limited staffs are to understand how to
both do their jobs and how to use the new system. These desktop manuals are critical
to success where there are too few employees who understand the system.
Staffing Requirements
Observation: There are few employees familiar with the PeopleSoft modules. We
found that Metro departments typically had one, and in a limited number of cases,
two employees who understood the operations of the PeopleSoft modules. This has
been particularly true in the Information Management Services (IMS) Division.
Within the Accounting Division and Human Resource Department, there is typically
one individual who fully understands how Metro uses the PeopleSoft modules.
Significance: Metro is at significant risk if key employees resign, because the cost
and time to train a new employee in the PeopleSoft system is expensive and lengthy.
Loss of key employees will place Metro at a significant disadvantage and may, in
extreme cases, encumber or even prevent daily operations of InfoLink.
Recommendation: Staffing requirements for PeopleSoft operations must be
carefully reviewed to determine if Metro is capable of hiring and retaining staff to
successfully operate the system on an ongoing basis. Metro should explore
alternative staffing options in critical shortage areas, such as IMS. In these areas,
options would include outsourcing all or a portion of the operations of the PeopleSoft
applications.
Software Maintenance Documentation
Observation: IMS staff have done a very good job of informally documenting
PeopleSoft customization and the status of PeopleSoft “patches” received related to
Metro’s installed modules. However, formal policies and procedures have not been
developed to document and monitor the ongoing status of system modifications.
Significance: It is important to maintain accurate and detailed documentation of
modifications made to the standard PeopleSoft computer programs. This greatly
assists in analyzing future upgrades and identifying exactly what Metro must change
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in the programs to correctly operate based on unique requirements. Likewise,
maintaining accurate documentation on which PeopleSoft patches have been
implemented and which have not is critical in the overall upgrade process.
Recommendation:
Metro should develop operating procedures for formally
documenting both custom modifications and software patches to the PeopleSoft
applications to help ensure accurate records continue to be maintained in a highturnover employee area.

Experience of Other PeopleSoft Users
We contacted several other public sector PeopleSoft users to gather information
concerning their efforts to implement the system. While not all agencies chose to
respond, we did receive information from six government agencies. Exhibit V-2 provides
an outline of the agencies and the software they are using.
Exhibit V-2
Public Sector PeopleSoft Users
No.
Financial
System
Modules
Installed

Date
Installed

HR/Payroll
System
Version

Date
Installed

Agency

Staff

Financial
System
Version

Costa
Mesa, CA
Napa
County, CA
Pasadena,
CA
San
Bernardino
County, CA
San Diego
Water, CA
Authority
Seattle, WA

500

6.01

7

Jun 97

6.01

Jun 98

1,000

5.0

6

Jul 96

5.12

Dec 96

1,200

5.1

7

Jul 97

N/A

N/A

15,000

N/A

N/A

N/A

7.0

In
process

350

5.1

4

Sep 96

6.0

Jan 97

14,000

6.0

4

5.1

3

ADP
version
6.0/6.1

Sep 95

830

Jul 99
(Est.)
Aug 97

Metro

Mar 98

We reviewed the reported costs to implement the PeopleSoft system in terms of internal
resources – financial, accounting, human resources (users) and information technology
staff – and the use of outside consultants. The information is presented in Exhibit V-3
for the six agencies. We are intentionally not identifying the agencies in this chart.
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Exhibit V-3
Implementation Cost of Other Public Sector PeopleSoft Agencies

Agency
A
A
B
C
D
E
F
Metro

Internal
User
Team
28
15
7
8
6
12
4
5

Internal IT
Team
15
8
5
5
4
5
5
4

External
Consulting
Staff
25
8
8
3.5
6
11
Unknown
Various Advisory

External
Consulting
Cost
Modules
$12,000,000 Financials
3,000,000 HR/PR
2,150,000 Financials
1,750,000 HR/PR
2,200,000 Financials/HR/PR
2,500,000 Financials/HR/PR
Unknown Financials/HR/PR
943,000 Financials/HR/PR

The important aspect of this information, we believe, is to evaluate the work performed
by Metro staff in implementing comparable applications. Based on our review of the
project cost data, interviews with project staff, and our experience with similar projects,
we believe, overall, Metro prudently spent funds to implement the system.
To date, Metro has assigned over 20 different PeopleSoft consultants intermittently to
the project. We are not aware of any PeopleSoft consultants who have been assigned
full time for the life of the project. The other agencies we surveyed spent considerably
more funds, primarily on consultants, than Metro in implementing the PeopleSoft
applications. However, these agencies often implemented the software in a shorter
period and included more modules than Metro has implemented to date. We believe this
indicates that the appropriate use of outside consultants can shorten the overall
implementation process -- but at a significant price. Overall, it appears that the InfoLink
implementation schedule has been delayed, at least in part, by the limited number of
both internal staff and consultant resources assigned to the project. This, in turn, has
delayed the realization of the projected InfoLink cost savings.
In addition to implementing the PeopleSoft modules, Metro must continue to maintain
and upgrade the software as new versions are released. We asked the same agencies
to summarize their operations and support budgets for PeopleSoft. The results are
summarized in Exhibit V-4.
Exhibit V-4
Operational Cost of Other Public Sector PeopleSoft Agencies
Internal
External
Functional
Internal IT
Consulting
Agency
Analysts
Analysts
Staff
*
*
*
A
Contracted
Contracted
Unknown
A
Out
Out
4
4
Unknown
B
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
C
4
4
Unknown
D
Unknown
5
2
E
Unknown
2
0
F
0
3-part time
0
Metro
* Total operations budget is $4,000,000/year
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External
Consulting
Cost
*
Unknown
$100,000
Unknown
$150,000
Unknown
0
0

Modules
Financials
HR/PR
Financials
HR/PR
Financials/HR/PR
Financials/HR/PR
Financials/HR/PR
Financials/HR/PR
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Based on the above information, and our experience, we believe the staff assigned to
support the PeopleSoft modules, both for functional users (e.g., accounting, purchasing,
etc.) and IMS staff is low. In addition, some of agencies use external consulting staff to
assist in maintaining the modules.
Operational Support
Observation: Metro does not have adequate staff assigned to support the
PeopleSoft system. A detailed operational support plan does not exist which
projects the resource requirements necessary to support current or future PeopleSoft
applications. InfoLink project staff have been assigned to the project to implement
specific modules. Once the modules were implemented, functional staff in the ASD
and Human Resource departments returned to their prior positions. Staff in IMS has
been assigned to provide ongoing technical support for the software. The
operational support plan would identify the type of support to be provided to user
departments, problem severity levels, response times to address user problems, and
staff levels required to support a “service level agreement.” The ongoing operation
of the PeopleSoft system requires both information systems professionals and
functional experts familiar with both system operations and Metro policies and
procedures. User support has been assigned to ASD and Human Resource staff to
complete as time permits with other job responsibilities.
Significance: The lack of adequate operational support will inhibit the acceptance
and usefulness of the new applications by user departments. The support,
maintenance and version upgrade activities associated with a complex software
package, such as PeopleSoft, require substantial dedicated resources.
Recommendation: A service level support plan should be developed documenting
the ongoing support that will be provided to user departments as discussed above.
Adequate full-time staff should be assigned to provide ongoing operational support
for the system. Consulting support should be considered for specialized activities
such as software version upgrades. Based on the experience of other public sector
agencies and our experience, we believe Metro should consider the staffing levels
and consulting support to support the InfoLink system shown in Exhibit V-5.
Exhibit V-5
Annual Support Costs for InfoLink

Category
Internal Functional Analysts
Internal IMS Technical Analysts
External Consulting Costs
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Annual Support of
Current PeopleSoft
Applications
2–3
3–4
$25,000 – 50,000

Annual Support of
All 11 PeopleSoft
Applications
3–4
4–6
$50,000 – 100,000
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VI. FUTURE STEPS
Introduction
This section addresses the remaining PeopleSoft modules, which have not yet been
installed, and their impact on Metro operations. Alternatives for completing the InfoLink
project, their relative advantages, disadvantages, and costs are also presented.

PeopleSoft Upgrades
A significant long-term advantage of purchasing a software package, such as
PeopleSoft, is that the vendor continues to make enhancements and improvements in
the product. Metro, as part of its annual maintenance fee, is entitled to these upgrades
as well as software warranty support. However, Metro must implement these upgrades
in a timely fashion or lose the right to ongoing software support from PeopleSoft.
Currently, Metro is planning to implement Version 6.0 of the Public Sector Financial
modules. Support by PeopleSoft for the current version of the modules (Version 5.1) is
scheduled to be discontinued in late 1998 or early 1999. Metro is already finding it
difficult to schedule training for staff on Version 5.1 of the modules. PeopleSoft Version
7.0 of the Public Sector Financial modules has now been released. Support, by
PeopleSoft, for Version 6.0 will be discontinued in approximately 18 months. PeopleSoft
is planning to release Version 7.5 of the Public Sector Financial modules in the second
quarter of 1999 (although this date has already slipped several times).
The interrelationship of the 11 PeopleSoft modules acquired by Metro is shown in Figure
VI-1. The interfaces between the modules are complex, requiring extensive testing prior
to implementation and constant maintenance.
Work Plan for Version 6.0 Upgrade
Observation: A comprehensive work plan and a clear definition of project roles and
responsibilities to support the 6.0 upgrade have not been prepared. Staff outside of
IMS is not clearly organized and dedicated to the upgrade effort. Many of the key
Accounting Division staff are assigned to year-end closing assignments.
Significance: The move from Version 5.1 to 6.0 is a major undertaking. IMS and
ASD staff will need to ensure the upgrade is done correctly. The system will need to
be thoroughly retested. Interfaces to both external systems and to the PeopleSoft
Human Resource and Payroll modules will need to be retested. The implementation
of the Accounts Receivable and Billing modules is dependent on the completion of
the 6.0 upgrade.
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A structured plan with dedicated resources will be necessary to successfully upgrade
to the 6.0 release of PeopleSoft.
Recommendation: Complete a formal implementation plan, including assignment
of all required resources for the 6.0 upgrade. Clearly document roles and
responsibilities for completing this project.
Software Upgrade Staff Planning
Observation: PeopleSoft will generally release new upgrades on an annual basis.
Metro does not have a long-range plan for staffing these upgrade projects. These
projects will require approximately three calendar months to perform, assuming
Metro has remained current with all interim patches. Metro needs to plan for and
include staffing and funding for PeopleSoft upgrades in both their long-range
information technology plan and their budget process.
Significance: Metro internal staff, or outside resources, will need to be assigned to
implement periodic PeopleSoft upgrades. If Metro chooses not to implement an
upgrade(s), they will run the risk of long-term obsolescence of the PeopleSoft
applications. Bypassing an upgrade will make the next upgrade much more difficult
and expensive.
Recommendation: Funds to staff and implement PeopleSoft upgrades should be
included in the annual budget as well as the long-range information technology plan.
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Figure VI-1
Integration of the 11 PeopleSoft Modules Licensed by Metro

Project Costing

Billing

Receivables

Purchasing

Budgets

Asset Management

Accounts Payable

General Ledger

Human Resources

Module in
production
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Remaining PeopleSoft Modules
Metro has not implemented six of the eleven PeopleSoft modules purchased in 1996:
Asset Management, Accounts Receivable, Billing, Budget, Project Costing, and Time
and Labor. Each of the modules is discussed below.

Asset Management Module
This module provides capital appropriation planning and budgeting, projected
depreciation on assets not yet purchased, customizable depreciation options, inventory
and physical tracking functions, and maintenance, warranty, registration, and license
tracking. It supports many business unit organization options and multiple depreciation
books, allowing Metro to comply with varying accounting rules (e.g., federal grant,
external reporting, etc.). The module is integrated with the Purchasing, Budget,
Accounts Payable, and General Ledger modules.
Observation: The requirements for this module, like the other modules not yet
implemented, were developed several years ago. There has been little or no recent
update of the requirements.
Significance: The need for this module, relative to other modules already
purchased, is highly doubtful. Of all the modules Metro has purchased, this module
is probably the most expendable because adequate accounting systems already
exist for this function.
Recommendation: Review the need for this module given current project funding.
Determine if there is a critical business need and benefit prior to proceeding with
implementation. Discuss with PeopleSoft options for recovering some or all of the
funds spent in acquiring the license for this module or alternatively credit to be used
for additional PeopleSoft implementation support.

Accounts Receivable (AR) and Billing Modules
These modules provide both accounts receivable functionality and long-term credit
management. These modules include typical features of customer maintenance,
receivable entry, and payment applications. They also include extensive customer
management capabilities, effective dating to track credit limits, risk classification, credit
limit ranges, dispute status, and collection status.
The Billing module is designed to invoice customers. It can apply surcharges, taxes,
and discounts. It provides many of the same customer management functions as the
Accounts Receivable module.
Observation: The implementation date for AR and Billing has slipped several times.
It appears that a primary problem has been software bugs and integration problems
with other PeopleSoft modules. The current implementation date of January 1999 is
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in serious doubt because it is dependent upon the 6.0 upgrade for General Ledger,
Accounts Payable, and Purchasing modules being completed first.
Significance: These are probably the most critical of the remaining modules. Metro
currently uses a variety of billing systems that are not integrated. The PeopleSoft
Accounts Receivable and Billing modules offer Metro the opportunity to have a fully
integrated software system for processing all billings for both REM solid waste
transfer billings and business licenses. These two functions processed over 10,000
invoices in 1995.
Recommendation: A thorough implementation plan coordinated with the active
participation of the principal usersneeds to be established. The dependencies to the
Version 6.0 upgrade of financial modules and staff resources need to be determined.
Develop an integrated plan encompassing both the Version 6.0 upgrade and
Accounts Receivable and Billing modules to ensure all required resources are
available. PeopleSoft should review the plan and a commitment should be obtained
for their assistance. The deficiencies in the originally delivered PeopleSoft modules
should be reviewed with Metro’s legal counsel to assess legal remedies.

Budget Module
The module allows for streamlined input of budget information using historical
organization data. The module is closely integrated with the General Ledger and, in
Version 6.0 with the Project Costing module. Formulas, using budget data, constants,
statistics, and other formulas can be used to develop both dollar and statistical budgets.
Observation: The PeopleSoft Budget module, in Version 6.0, offers few significant
features that are not available in simple spreadsheet budgets. PeopleSoft has stated
they have plans to make significant changes to the module for future releases, but
there are no definite commitments at this time for the future budget functionality.
Significance: The effort to implement a new Budget module in 1999 would be
significant. The currently available features and capabilities are not significant
improvements over current Metro budget processes and procedures.
Recommendation: Defer implementation of the Budget module until major
improvements are made. Discuss with PeopleSoft options for recovering some or all
of the funds spent in acquiring the license for this module or obtain a credit to be
used for additional PeopleSoft implementation support.

Project Costing Module
This module captures financial information concerning projects. It provides the ability to
capture both committed (encumbrance and pre-encumbrance) and actual costs. The
module provides for allocations both to and from the general Ledger. The module can
define, maintain, and retire physical assets for full life-cycle property management.
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Observation: This module has significant opportunities for use at Metro assuming
the software adequately meets the needs of the Transportation and REM
departments. As is the case with several of the modules, however, the requirements
were originally defined several years ago and have not been updated through a
Requirements Integration Assessment process.
The PeopleSoft module will
probably require significant effort to customize to the needs of Metro.
Significance: This module is very complex and requires significant work to correctly
integrate with the General Ledger module (much like the Payroll to General Ledger
integration). The grant administration and project management requirements of the
Transportation and REM departments are very complex. Transportation currently
operates a separate grant reporting system that extracts data from the General
Ledger module. Implementing this module will be complex and will require dedicated
Metro staff. Metro currently plans to implement this module when Version 7.5 (now
scheduled for late second quarter 1999) is available.
Recommendation: Delay this module until after the next versions of the Human
Resources and Payroll modules are implemented in order to allow the scarce Metro
staff familiar with the PeopleSoft applications to focus on the upgrade
implementation. These modules are scheduled for availability in the second quarter
of 1999. In the interim, update the business requirements of grant and project
accounting during the second half of 1999.

Time and Labor Module
This module was designed principally for the private sector to allow employee time to be
recorded, summarized, and presented to timekeepers.
Observation: To our knowledge no public sector agencies in the U.S. are currently
using this module. We are aware of difficulties experienced by several public sector
agencies attempting to implement this module. These agencies have either
discontinued implementation, renegotiated PeopleSoft implementation support or are
attempting to modify the software to address deficiencies with the module. As noted
with several of the modules, the requirements for this module have not been updated
through the Requirements Integration Assessment process.
Significance: The fact that we are unaware of any public sector agencies who have
implemented this module is noteworthy, because it indicates this module may not
meet the majority of public sector requirements for time recording. In addition, the
basic operation of this module has been found to be very time consuming and
cumbersome during initial testing by several other public sector agencies. We are
aware that several of these agencies have decided to build their own time entry
subsystems using the PeopleSoft tools to allow for easier integration with the other
modules.
Recommendation:
Determine from PeopleSoft if any other public sector
organization comparable to Metro has implemented this module and independently
assess their success. Review Metro’s requirements for this module. If there are no
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current users and the need for the module has changed, review options with
PeopleSoft to either recover or redirect the investment in this module.

Implementation Alternatives
Based on the work to-date to implement the five PeopleSoft modules, the planned
upgrade for Version 6.0, the planned upgrade for Human Resource and Payroll to
Version 7.5, and the remaining modules, we have prepared the following three basic
alternative action plans for Metro’s consideration.
We believe Metro has the following viable alternatives for proceeding with the InfoLink
project. Our intent in presenting these alternatives is to help Metro to frame its decision
on the next steps for InfoLink.
Alternative 1:

Cancel the project and continue using only the five modules
implemented to date. This option would use the software modules
already implemented – General Ledger, Purchasing, Accounts Payable,
Human Resources, and Payroll. Work would stop on all future modules.

Advantages: Metro staff currently assigned and planned for future modules could
devote their full energies to their normal, full-time job responsibilities. Approximately
$240,000 in unspent project monies could be saved.
Disadvantages: Any anticipated benefits from the remaining six modules would be
potentially foregone. Metro would still need to develop an upgrade strategy and
decide whether to utilize future upgrades from PeopleSoft. Metro may be at risk if
certain current systems that would not be replaced by new PeopleSoft modules
under this alternative (but were originally scheduled to be replaced) are not Year
2000 compliant.
Cost/Benefit: Approximately $240,000 in project cost could be avoided.
Approximately $25,500 per year in tangible cost savings, as identified in 1995, would
not be realized. Additional funds may be required to achieve Y2K compliance if
these modules are not compliant and not replaced.
Alternative 2:

Proceed with implementation of remaining modules.
This
alternative would have the bulk of the implementation performed by
Metro staff, using the remaining $240,000 for specific implementation
services from PeopleSoft Consulting Services.

Advantages: All previously licensed software modules would be implemented
providing an integrated financial system. User department training costs (except for
the time required by the users to attend training) is included in the cost estimates.
Disadvantages: We believe that it is highly unlikely that the remaining modules
could be successfully implemented for the remaining $240,000. The implementation
would continue into 2001. There is a significant likelihood of key staff resignations
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during the project due to high demands from both the project and normal full-time
work responsibilities over a long period.
Cost/Benefit: Based on the experience of other agencies in implementing the
remaining six PeopleSoft modules, it is projected that the resources identified in
Exhibit VI-1 will be required.
Exhibit VI-1
Anticipated Resources to Implement Remaining PeopleSoft Modules
(Alternative 2)

Module
New Reports
for
Departments
Financial
Modules 6.0
Upgrade
Accounts
Receivable
and Billing
Human
Resources
and Payroll
7.5 Upgrade*
Financial
Module 7.5
Upgrade*
Budget
Module
Project
Costing
Module
Time and
Labor
Module
Asset
Management
Module
Total

External
Consultant
Cost
$25,000 –
40,000

Date
1Q1999

Metro User
Staff
4 for .5 mo.

Metro IMS
Staff
1 for 1 mo.

External
Consultants
1 for 1 mo.

1Q1999

1 for 3 mo.

1 for 3 mo.

1 for 1 mo.

$25,000
40,000

–

2Q1999

1 for 4 mo.

1 for 4 mo.

1 for 3 mo.

$80,000
100,000

–

4Q1999

1 for 3 mo.

1 for 3 mo.

1 for 1 mo.

$25,000
40,000

–

1Q2000

1 for 3 mo.

1 for 3 mo.

1 for 1 mo.

$25,000
40,000

–

2Q2000

1 for 6 mo.

1 for 4 mo.

1 for 3 mo.

3Q2000

2 for 6 mo.

1 for 6 mo.

2 for 4 mo.

$80,000 –
100,000
$200,000 –
250,000

3Q2000

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

1Q2001

1 for 3 mo.

1 for 3 mo.

1 for 2 mo.

$50,000
60,000

36 mo.

27 mo.

20 mo.

$510,000 –
670,000

–

*The cost to upgrade to a new version could be considered an ongoing operational cost of the
system rather than a specific InfoLink project cost.
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Alternative 3:

Proceed with the project in a scaled back mode. The accounts
receivable, billing, budget and project costing modules would be
implemented. Improved reports for departments would be developed
and currently implemented software would be version upgraded.

Advantages: The modules and upgrades identified in Exhibit VI-2 will be
implemented. There is a critical, immediate need for useful end-user reports. This
task should be immediately initiated.
Other upgrades and new module
implementations may proceed. There may be no immediate compelling business
reason to implement the Asset Management or Time and Labor modules. We are
not aware of any public sector implementations of the Time and Labor module, and
we believe it would be a high-risk implementation. The Project Costing module will
be very difficult to implement and will require significant integration with the General
Ledger module, and could be deferred until PeopleSoft has released an improved
version. User department training costs (except for the time required by the users to
attend training) are included in the cost estimates.
Disadvantages: The proposed plan includes $75,000 to $120,000 in projected
costs for future upgrades that should be considered as a part of the ongoing
operational costs of InfoLink even if new modules are not added. There is also
significant risk of ASD staff turnover with a long-term development project
environment. Lastly, there is substantial question as to the anticipated benefits of
both the Budget and Project Costing modules.
Cost/Benefit: As noted above, the cost of upgrading ($75,000 to $120,000 of the
projected costs), while necessary for future development, is also important for
ongoing operations. The remaining projected costs of $385,000 to $490,000 are well
above the available project balance (as of July 31, 1998) of $240,000. The benefits
from the Budget and Project Costing module are unknown and were not included in
the 1995 cost/benefit analysis.
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Exhibit VI-2
Proposed Upgrade and Additional Module Implementation Schedule
(Alternative 3)

Module/
Upgrade
New Reports
for
Departments
Financial
Modules 6.0
Upgrade
Accounts
Receivable
and Billing
Module
Human
Resources
and Payroll
7.5 Upgrade*
Budget
Module
Financial
Modules 7.5
Upgrade*
Project
Costing
Module
Total

External
Consultant
Cost
$25,000 –
40,000

Date
1Q1999

Metro User
Staff
4 for .5 mo.

Metro IMS
Staff
1 for 1 mo.

External
Consultants
1 for 1 mo.

1Q1999

1 for 3 mo.

1 for 3 mo.

1 for 1 mo.

25,000 –
40,000

2Q1999

1 for 4 mo.

1 for 4 mo.

1 for 3 mo.

80,000 –
100,000

4Q1999

1 for 3 mo.

1 for 3 mo.

1 for 1 mo.

25,000 –
40,000

2Q2000

1 for 6 mo.

1 for 4 mo.

1 for 3 mo.

3Q2000

1 for 3 mo.

1 for 3 mo.

1 for 1 mo.

80,000 –
100,000
25,000 –
40,000

4Q2000

2 for 6 mo.

1 for 6 mo.

2 for 4 mo.

200,000 –
250,000

33 staff
months

24 staff
months

18 staff months

$460,000 –
610,000

*The cost to upgrade to a new version could be considered an ongoing operational cost of the
system rather than a specific InfoLink project cost.

Recommendation
Based on our analysis of the InfoLink project implementation to date and the experience
of other public sector agencies who have implemented the PeopleSoft system, we
recommend Metro proceed with the following tasks for Alternative 3 as discussed above.
We believe Alternative 3 offers Metro the greatest likelihood of a successful total
implementation. It also allows Metro to use the software already licensed, providing
there is a continuing need for the features provided by the various modules.
Alternative 1 does not provide Metro with the full benefit of the software capabilities as
demonstrated by current experience. In addition, user departments will only use a very
limited portion of the modules already implemented. Opportunities for improved
business operations, available through greater use of the software will not be realized.
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Alternative 2, while taking full advantage of all licensed modules, assumes that Metro
has a continuing need for the functions without updating user department requirements.
Therefore, we recommend Metro proceed with Alternative 3 and begin developing a
project plan that starts with the following tasks.
1. Identify critical staff resources in both IMS and user departments to assist on the
various tasks. Resources should be dedicated full time to specific tasks where
possible and temporary staff hired to fill positions usually filled by staff members
assigned to the InfoLink project team.
2. Implement new reports for user departments in the first quarter of 1999.
3. Conduct comprehensive training for user departments in new reports and on-line
entry of requisitions (including budget checking). This task should also be completed
in the first quarter of 1999.
4. Upgrade the three financial modules to PeopleSoft Version 6.0. This task should be
completed in parallel with the first two tasks in the first quarter of 1999.
5. Implement the Accounts Receivable and Billing modules in the second quarter of
1999 following the completion of Task 4.
6. Begin work in the third quarter of 1999 to reevaluate the requirements for the four
other PeopleSoft modules (i.e., Budget, Project Costing, etc.) to determine if there is
a current need for the applications and if they substantially meet Metro’s
requirements.
7. Implement upgrades to the PeopleSoft Human Resource and Payroll modules once
the new releases are stabilized (usually 6 to 9 months after release). We project this
task to be completed in the fourth quarter of 1999.
8. If there is a need for any of the four other PeopleSoft modules, proceed with a
phased implementation in 2000.
9. Negotiate with PeopleSoft for a credit for licensed, but unused software modules. A
portion of the license fee may be converted to implementation assistance. Metro
should use PeopleSoft experienced consultants to be responsible for specific
deliverables associated with module implementation.
The above tasks are intended to provide Metro with a starting point for the development
of a comprehensive work plan for Alternative 3.
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VII. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

The following is a list summarizing our recommendations to improve the on-going
implementation of the InfoLink system as well as the selection and implementation of
future information technology (IT) projects.
Future Steps for InfoLink Project Completion
•

Proceed with our recommended Alternative 3 including the following tasks:
Identify critical staff resources in both IMS and user departments to assist on the
various tasks. Resources should be dedicated full time to specific tasks where
possible and temporary staff hired to fill positions usually filled by staff members
assigned to the InfoLink project team.
Implement new reports for user departments in the first quarter of 1999.
Conduct comprehensive training for user departments in new reports and on-line
entry of requisitions (including budget checking). This task should also be
completed in the first quarter of 1999.
Upgrade the three financial modules to PeopleSoft Version 6.0. This task should
be completed in parallel with the first two tasks in the first quarter of 1999.
Implement the Accounts Receivable and Billing modules in the second quarter of
1999 following the completion of the above task.
Begin work in the third quarter of 1999 to reevaluate the requirements for the four
other PeopleSoft modules (i.e., Budget, Project Costing, etc.) to determine if
there is a current need for the applications and if they substantially meet Metro’s
requirements.
Implement upgrades to the PeopleSoft Human Resource and Payroll modules
once the new releases are stabilized (usually 6 to 9 months after release). We
project this task to be completed in the fourth quarter of 1999.
If there is a need for any of the four other PeopleSoft modules, proceed with a
phased implementation in 2000.
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Negotiate with PeopleSoft for a credit for licensed, but unused software modules.
A portion of the license fee may be converted to implementation assistance.
Metro should use PeopleSoft experienced consultants to be responsible for
specific deliverables associated with module implementation.
•

Clearly define, document and communicate project team member roles to both the
project team and user departments.

•

Develop a formal work plan for the implementation of the PeopleSoft 6.0 upgrade for
the General Ledger, Purchasing and Accounts Payable modules.

•

Reevaluate the requirements for the Asset Management, Project Costing, Budget,
and Time and Labor modules of PeopleSoft, which have already been licensed, prior
to proceeding with implementation.

•

Develop a detailed work plan for the implementation of the Accounts Receivable and
Billing modules coordinated with the PeopleSoft Version 6.0 financial module
upgrade.

Maintaining the InfoLink System
•

Conduct a staffing review of both the Accounting and Information Management
Systems divisions in light of the implementation of the PeopleSoft system.

•

Assess the staffing requirements to support the PeopleSoft applications within IMS to
determine if Metro could support the applications in the future.

•

Include funds to support future upgrades to the PeopleSoft modules in both the
annual budget and the long-range IT plan.

•

Implement a policy to provide employees an incentive to stay after receiving
specialized training.

•

Improve the Administrative Services Department customer service to the user
departments of InfoLink by improving data entry error and problem resolution.

•

Prepare user manuals covering the workflow process required with the InfoLink
system. Manuals should have a common “look and feel.”

•
•

Develop operating procedures in IMS to document software modifications and
vendor supplied software corrections.

Future Information Systems Projects
•

Develop and maintain detailed project plans, including resource assignments, for all
major IT projects including InfoLink.
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•

Include the cost of internal Metro staff in cost estimates to more accurately portray
the “total cost of ownership” of IT projects.

•

Adopt a formal system development and implementation methodology, with specified
project deliverables, for all major IT projects.

•

Prepare written reports summarizing the software evaluation and selection phase for
review and approval by the IT Steering Committee and senior management.

•

Prepare a feasibility study, including detailed cost-benefit analyses, for all major
proposed changes in the IT infrastructure of Metro, such as the implementation of
new computing architectures or software projects.

•

Conduct formal certification tests prior to software license payments. Final software
license payments should be dependent on final acceptance of the system by Metro.

•

Require consulting contracts for software implementation services to be deliverablebased.

•

Review all major IT projects at least annually to determine if they continue to meet
Metro’s overall objectives.

•

Review projected benefits of IT projects on an ongoing basis to evaluate the overall
need to continue the project or make necessary modifications.

The above are summary recommendations.
found in Sections III through VI of this report.
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MIS2000! COST ANALYSIS - 5 YEARS
November 1995
MIS2000 - Project Cost
Initial Cost
Personal Services
Material & Service Cost (Initial
175,000
System)
Material & Service (On-going Costs)
Capital Lease
1,275,000
Training
COST OF PROJECT - 5 YEARS
$1,450,000
Tangible Cost Savings
SW Account Reconciliation
Aged Trail Balance*
Separate Entry of Data (MERC,
Parks)*
Reduced Boxes in Archive-Storage
Reduced Forms Cost
Reduced Paper Cost
TOTAL TANGIBLE COST
SAVINGS
Intangible Cost Savings
Purchase Order Preparation/Input
Timesheet Preparation/Input
Access to Paper File Information
Timely Delivery of Reports
Control Balancing
Prepare Monthly Contracts Report
TOTAL INTANGIBLE COST
SAVINGS
COST ANALYSIS - 5 YEARS

Year 1

Year 2
$45,000

Year 3
$45,000

Year 4
$45,000

Year 5
$45,000

108,500

133,500

133,500

133,500

133,500

$108,500

5,400
$183,900

2,700
$181,200

2,700
$181,200

2,700
$181,200

($25,500)
(25,400)
(15,300)

($25,500)
(25,400)
(15,300)

($25,500)
(25,400)
(15,300)

($25,500)
(25,400)
(15,300)

($25,500)
(25,400)
(15,300)

(16,900)
(7,600)
(1,900)
(92,600)

(16,900)
(7,600)
(1,900)
(92,600)

(16,900)
(7,600)
(1,900)
(92,600)

(16,900)
(7,600)
(1,900)
(92,600)

(16,900)
(7,600)
(1,900)
(92,600)

($40,300)
(16,200)
(25,000)
(14,200)
(4,500)
(4,700)

($40,300)
(16,200)
(25,000)
(14,200)
(4,500)
(4,700)

($40,300)
(16,200)
(25,000)
(14,200)
(4,500)
(4,700)

($40,300)
(16,200)
(25,000)
(14,200)
(4,500)
(4,700)

($40,300)
(16,200)
(25,000)
(14,200)
(4,500)
(4,700)

($104,900) ($104,900) ($104,900) ($104,900) ($104,900)
$1,450,000

$89,000

Based on November 1995 Dollar Value
Rounded to Hundreds
Source: InfoLink Project Team Minutes, November 1995

$13,600

$16,300

$16,300

$16,300
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METRO
Date:

December 8, 1998

To:

Alexis Dow, Metro Auditor

From:

Mike Burton, Executive Officer

RE:

Response to InfoLink Project Review

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the audit by Pacific Consulting Group
on the InfoLink Project Review.
We recognize the value of a professional, external review of Metro's InfoLink project and we
appreciate their recommendations of options and alternatives for completing the project.
We appreciate the confirmation that PeopleSoft was a reasonable choice. We agree that Metro
will benefit from the continued product enhancements that will be provided with the PeopleSoft
package. Also, we are pleased to see the consultant's confirmation that project resources have
been prudently spent to implement the system.
After reviewing this audit, we have identified the following recommendations as most critical to
our success in completing implementation and in ongoing management of the project:
Resources - staffing and monetary
We agree with the recommendations for resources as outlined in the report and we agree with
the assumption that the lack of dedicated technical and functional support will inhibit the
acceptance and usefulness of the new system by user departments. Given the funding outlook
at Metro, we may be unable to fully implement this recommendation. A funding plan and request
for Council action will be filed in January.
InfoLink Staff Retention
We agree that Metro needs to address the issue of staff retention after training. One of the
limiting factors we will face will be implementing such a policy given the fact that Metro operates
in a collective bargaining environment. We will also need to carefully explore legal and other
payroll-related issues.
End User Satisfaction and Training
The audit repor1 states that end users are not satisfied with the repor1s generated from the
PeopleSoft system. We agree that depar1ments that have not become active par1icipants with
the new system may experience lower levels of satisfaction. One of the primary goals of the new
system is to provide end users with the power to retrieve information on demand and to
customize repor1s that specifically meet their information needs. This system provides the
oppor1unity to achieve that goal. Depar1ments who have dedicated time and resources to the
new system are satisfied with the information and repor1s available to them.
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Financial Summary Reports/Transaction Detail Report
One of the primary goals of the new system is to reduce paper generation of information, and to
provide end users with information in a form that they can use. This system provides the
opportunity to achieve that goal. User training for report writing and on-line queries will be
conducted over the next six months.
Response to Recommendations for Future IT Projects
Listed below are all of the recommendations included in the audit report with our comments,
proposed action plan, and proposed timeline. However, several recommendations relate to
actions that will be taken for similar projects in the future. We have learned much from the
experience and agree with all of these recommendations. These future-oriented IT project
recommendations are listed below:

•

In the future, a formal comprehensive report summarizing the software evaluation and
vendor selection process should be prepared.

•

Future major software acquisition should include payment terms that provide control
over the payment process such as 1) partial payment after out-of-box testing, and 2)
final payment for the software license after final acceptance.

•
•

Future consulting contracts for software implementation services should be
"delivery-based."

•

Implement a policy requiring a feasibility study for significant changes in IT policy.

•

Feasibility studies for1uture information systems projects should include quantifiable
and non-quantifiable benefits.

•

Future projects should have detailed work plans that include resource assignments.
Work plans should be reviewed and updated at least monthly. Significant changes
should be reported.

•

Future IT projects should include "total cost of ownership" including the estimated
quantity and cost of internal resources.

•

Future MIS projects should clearly define project deliverables, maintain formal project
work papers, and clearly identify key project reviews and decisions.

•

Funds to staff and implement PeopleSoft upgrades should be included in the annual
budget.

Response to Recommendations for Operational Improvements
Another group of recommendations relates to operational improvements. To a great extent
these will be possible only with additional financial and personnel resources. A funding plan and
request for Council action will be prepared and submitted in January of 1999. These operational
improvement recommendations are listed below:
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All projects should have comprehensive reviews on a continual, at least annual, basis to
determine if they continue to meet Metro's overall objective.
Agreement with Recommendation: Staff agrees with this recommendation and suggests that the
annual budget process be used as a mechanism for annual project review.
Proposed Action Plan: Consideration will be given to placing more of this responsibility with the
IT Policy Team.
Proposed Timetable: As needed by future projects.
Clearly define and document the roles of all project team members and distribute to all
InfoLink users.
Agreement with Recommendation: We disagree with the observation that project roles are not
clear. As a reminder, the established roles will be forwarded to InfoLink Core Team members
and users. Roles in future modules have not yet been established.
Proposed Action Plan: Forward prepared list of roles/responsibilities to Core Team members and
users.
Proposed Timetable: Complete by end of the first quarter of 1999.
A staffing review should be conducted of Accounting and Information Management
Services.
Agreement with Recommendation: A recent peer review and IT statistical comparison to other
local governments in this region suggests that both areas are understaffed. These were cursory
efforts, but they clearly highlight a problem. Funding for a full-scale study is not available.
Proposed Action Plan: Both Accounting and IMS will participate in a benchmarking effort with the
Auditor's Office beginning in April 1999. Further actions will be considered based on the outcome
of that work.
Proposed Timetable: Contingent upon Auditor's office benchmarking work plan.
An employee retention program should be established.
Agreement with Recommendation: Agreed.
Proposed Action Plan: IMS and Human Resources will prepare a retention program based on
public sector practices current in this region. Council support and action may be required.
Depending on the nature of the proposed actions, collective bargaining issues may also need to
be negotiated.
Proposed Timetable: Complete by end of the second quarter of 1999.
Metro should develop standard reports for all departments at three levels - summary
level, operating level, and transaction level.
Agreement with Recommendation: Accounting Services has developed a series of standard
basic financial reports for department use. This reporting series includes:
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•
•
•
•
•

Balance Sheet by Fund (including sub-funds where required - a total of 22 funds)
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balance - budget to
actual - by Fund (including sub-funds where required for a total of 22 funds)
Expenditures by Department - Budget to Actual (Appropriation Level reporting - for all
appropriation levels)
Expenditures by Division (Organization level reporting) Councilor Expenditures - (in
total and by Councilor)
Audit Trial Balance (for use internally by Accounting staff and used by Auditors for
the audit process, including drill down access)

The above series of repor1s includes budget amounts at a high level. This budget
information is to be provided upon upgrade to version 6.
In addition to the above standard reports, several additional "specialized" reports have
been developed and are issued monthly to users.
REM, having received training, has developed many customized queries and financial reports in
addition to the above on their own. This is the goal of the InfoLink project - to provide standard
summary level reports centrally, and enable users to develop their own operational reports that
are specific to their internal needs. The structure and needs of Metro's departments is very
diverse, making "standards" difficult to achieve and resource intensive to maintain at more
detailed levels of reporting.
Proposed Action Plan: ASD will continue to implement the training program to provide query
and nVision report writing access to users, allowing them to use powerful tools to access the
data they need for management purposes. This is required for version 6.0, as the delivered
inquiry panels have been significantly altered and require this knowledge base. Added funding
will be requested for setting up budget detail reports similar to those provided in the past. ASD
will continue to solicit feedback to determine if modifications to existing standard reports or
additional standard reports are required.
Proposed Timetable: Complete by end of the second quarter of 1999.
ASD should conduct detailed training for end-users with the objective of user
departments both entering on-line requisitions and performing budget checks prior
to forwarding electronic documents to Purchasing.
Agreement with Recommendation: Agreed. Staff will use the implementation of version 6.0 as
the opportunity for this training:
• Operating staff will be involved in the scripted testing of on-line purchase orders.
• ASD will adopt the policy that paper purchase orders will no longer be processed.
• Formal training in entering on-line requisitions will be provided to operating staff prior to the
cut over to version 6.0
Proposed Action Plan: Initial training to be completed with conversion to version 6.0 financials.
Subsequent to going live with version 6.0, ASD will review the training material and provide
training as required by staff turn over.
Proposed Timetable: Training updates will begin in December 1998 with version 6.0 training to
be completed in the second quarter of 1999.
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ASD should undertake a concerted effort to improve both customer services related to
PeopleSoft and satisfying user needs - such as responding to service request and
developing new and better reports.
Agreement with Recommendation: Agreed. Customer service has always been ASD's highest
priority. We did experience some instability with software and some departmental staff had
problems accessing the system. While nearly all of those problems are solved, the perception of
poor service lingers. With limited resources it has not been possible to meet the needs of each
customer, which vary by customer. Training will resolve many of these issues.
Proposed Action Plan: We will be requesting additional resources that should help. ASD will
continue to meet with department representatives, individually and as a group, in an effort to
understand and meet their needs and expectations.
Proposed Timetable: Complete by end of the second quarter of 1999.
Metro should develop user manuals covering workflow processes and available reports.
Agreement with Recommendation: Agreed. The InfoLink User Manual includes much of this
material. That manual will be reviewed and added to in conjunction with the standard reports and
training.
Proposed Action Plan: ASD and HR will supplement the InfoLink User Manual to include
workflow processes, standard reports and public queries.
Proposed Timetable: Complete by end of the second quarter of 1999 following PeopleSoft V.6
financials.
Review IMS staffing requirements for operations of PeopleSoft. Explore alternative
staffing options, including outsourcing all or a portion of the PeopleSoft applications.
Agreement with Recommendation: We agree to review requirements. Based on the
unavailability of external PeopleSoft talent for permanent hire due to our compensation structure
and the high rates for skilled PeopleSoft consultants, we have very limited options in this area.
Proposed Action Plan: We will be requesting one new FTE for IMS from the Council in January
1999, and will propose transferring an existing FTE to IMS in the FY 99-00 budget. We believe
these additions will provide the minimum resources needed to support existing PeopleSoft
applications. In addition, we may request further technical staff for IMS based on the outcomes
of the Auditor's benchmarking study.
Proposed Timetable: Complete by end of the first quarter or the second quarter of 1999.
Operating procedures should be developed for documenting custom modifications and
software patches.
Agreement with Recommendation: Agreed. As noted IMS staff has done an excellent job of
documenting changes and applied patches. As resources permit, a formal operating procedure
will be prepared.
Proposed Action Plan: Assign an IMS staff member to prepare a formal standard operating
procedure for documenting changes and applied patches.
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Proposed Timetable: Complete by end of the third quarter of 1999.
Develop a service level plan with user departments. Increase staffing and consulting
levels to 2 - 3 dedicated internal functional staff & and 3 - 4 dedicated IMS technical staff.
In addition, have external consulting of $25,000 - $50,000.
Agreement with Recommendation: Staff agrees with the concept of service level plans.
However, we believe stating resource and consulting increases in advance of forming the plan is
premature. IMS has prepared one service level plan with REM relating to network support at
satellite areas. This will be used as a model for other service level plans. As to the support, that
is a policy issue to be determined by Council. (See discussion under observations on page 1)
Proposed Action Plan: IMS will continue to develop service level agreements, as appropriate,
with other Metro departments. These service level agreements will include commitment by
operating departments to support funding of additional resources if required to implement the
Proposed Timetable: IMS will continue to develop service level agreements as appropriate, with
other Metro Departments.
Complete a formal implementation plan for the version 6 upgrade.
Agreement with Recommendation: Agreed.
Proposed Action Plan: Staff has worked with an outside consultant to define the upgrade project
in terms of its scope, schedule and cost. Obstacles to the project and strategies for overcoming
them were identified as well. Additional resources must be approved by the Council to implement
the upgrade plan.
Proposed Timetable: Complete plan by December 31, 1998.
Response to Recommendations for InfoLink Project Completion
The final group of recommendations focuses on implementation of the final phase of the InfoLink
project including Project Costing, Budget, Asset Management, and Time and Labor modules, as
well as completing work nearly done to go live with Accounts Receivable and Billing. We have
already planned to wait for PeopleSoft's version 7.5 before proceeding with any additional
project work. Comments on these recommendations are as follows:
Coordinate the implementation plan of Accounts Receivable and Billing Modules with
user departments. Develop an integrated plan between version 6 upgrade and A/R and
Billing implementation. PeopleSoft should review the plan and commit to provide
assistance. The deficiencies should be reviewed with legal counsel.
Agreement with Recommendation: Agreed. Staff has been working with other departments
impacted by the conversion to PeopleSoft AIR. Staff has worked with PeopleSoft to correct the
problems in AIR and, with the assistance of legal, Metro has received credits from PeopleSoft
equal to the staff resource expended to date implementing the inadequate version.
Proposed Action Plan: Staff is currently working to coordinate the AR/Billing implementation with
the version 6.0 upgrade.
Proposed Timetable: Complete by end of the fourth quarter of 1998.
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Review the need for Asset Management given current funding.
Agreement with Recommendation: Agreed.
Proposed Action Plan: It continues to be our plan to review the functionality of this module in
version 7.5.
Proposed Timetable: Complete by end of the second quarter of 2000.
Defer implementation of the Budget module until major improvements are made.
Agreement with Recommendation: Agreed.
Proposed Action Plan: It continues to be our plan to review the functionality of the module in
version 7.5. We also will continue to monitor PeopleSoft's relationship with the firm Budget
Technology, Inc., which appears to be developing an alternative budget module.
Proposed Timetable: Complete review by the end of the second quarter of 2000.
Delay Project Costing until after implementation of the next version of Human Resource
and Payroll modules are implemented in order to allow scarce staff to focus on the
upgrade implementation.
Agreement with Recommendation: Agreed.
Proposed Action Plan: An implementation plan for Project Costing will be developed after a
review of version 7.5 and after the HR and Payroll upgrade. Successful implementation of this
module requires commitment of staff time by the operating departments, and possibly additional
ongoing technical support staff.
Proposed Timetable: Complete review by the end of the second quarter of 2000.
Determine if any other public sector comparable to Metro has implemented Time and
Labor and assess their success. Review Metro's requirements for this module. If the
functionality does not work for Metro, review options with PeopleSoft to either recover or
redirect the investment in this module.
Agreement with Recommendation: Agreed.
Proposed Action Plan: It continues to be our plan to review the functionality of this module in
version 7.5.
Proposed Timetable: Complete review by the end of the second quarter of 2000.
The repor1lays out 3 alternatives for the future of the InfoLink project. We agree that Alternative
3 is probably the most prudent. Our current priorities are to upgrade to PeopleSoft's version 6.0;
to implement accounts receivable and billing modules; to improve repor1s for the depar1ments; to
develop and deliver a user training program. When PeopleSoft's version 7.5 is available, we will
conduct a feasibility analysis of the remaining 4 modules. While we agree there may be
changed business needs and information leading us to not implement some modules, we have
not yet ruled out full implementation. We will determine the resources needed to implement and
fully support the modules selected for implementation.

